
This is my new year's wish list! The ten pair
of shoes, it is necessary to be engraved!
Yoho Boys We - Cheap Shoes Release 2017

engraved, engraved or engraved! All models now annually in the market can buy the shoes, engraved almost occupy more than sixty
percent share. Do not say first every Monday double Air Jordan, single take those highly sought after game player, enduring retro
style, is enough to let us too busy to attend to all. In Kobe before retiring with master Nike road and FTB two engraved series to
discuss the fans favor, the club took out Adidas also timely release of Crazy 3, now follow the Kobe series the pace of James last
month ushered in the engraved version of their first signature shoes Nike Air Zoom Generation. 

see here everybody will have such doubt, has just arrived in 2017 in what style will be engraved? The famous shoes website
Solecollector for everyone to bring the latest wish list, here are ten classic styles, it is necessary in the future to be engraved,
satisfying Sneakerhead wish in the new year. Here's a look at what the hell is this ten pairs of shoes! 

Nike Air Jordan 3 " Black/Cement" 

Although the 
at the end of last year we just ushered in the OG version of Air Jordan 3 Retro "True Blue" color engraved, but for AJ fans, a favorite
or Air Jordan 3 " Black/Cement", to know a complex moment in 2001, so in the list, it must have there are, of course the best is the
"hook" ass, but not Jumpman Logo. 

Nike Air Raid 2 " Peace Raid" as Air Jordan 8 brothers shoes, Nike Air Raid has a good reputation, but the engraved version hasn't
gained much attention in the domestic market for foreign Sneakerhead Air Raid 2 "Peace Raid" version is the Supreme deity. So
natural and ultimately its presence in this list. 

Nike Zoom Kobe 4 is faster, less help and more quickly it was in the year 4 Nike Kobe listed when given the brand concept, as the
first.

There has been a lot of buzz about Melo��s most recent player exclusive Air Jordan 11 dressed in a ��All Red�� upper. For the
first time, Carmelo Anthony was spotted rocking his Air Jordan 11 ��All Red�� PE.
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RELATED: Air Jordan 4 Unreleased ��Melo�� PE 

Check out the photo below and let us know what you think of his PE in the comments. Should Jordan Brand really consider releasing
these?
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